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It is often claimed that the evolution of human language is the hardest scientific problem 

to tackle, because “language leaves no fossils.” In contrast to this view, I present a precise 

linguistic reconstruction of the initial, proto-grammar stage, characterized as an intransitive, flat, 

two-slot mold, unable to distinguish subjects from objects. The particular shape of this proto-

grammar, and the uses to which it can be put even today, constitute proxies (or “living fossils”) of 

this stage (e.g. insult: cry-baby, kill-joy, tattle-tale; тужи-баба, цепи-длака, гули-кожа, мути-

вода, врти-реп; naming: rattle-snake, stink-bug; смрди-буба, виси-баба). This crude grammar 

would have been highly adaptive at the dawn of language, offering clear and substantial 

communicative benefits over no grammar at all, and revealing, through its limits, reasons and 

rationale for evolving more complex grammars.  

With the goal to shed concrete light on how biological evolution would have begun to 

shape the genetic make-up that supports human language (and cognition), a specific sexual/natural 

selection scenario will be considered, as well as neuroimaging (fMRI) experiments conducted to 

test this hypothesis. By identifying insult (verbal aggression) as relevant for early language and 

early human evolution, this proposal also cross-fertilizes with the recent proposals in biology that 

invoke human self-domestication. My argument is that what initially steered us on the path to 

humanhood was the emerging ability to replace physical (reactive) aggression with verbal 

aggression (and verbal behavior more generally).  
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